Autumn 2015 : Schools Education Programme

The Education Programme provides a set of programmes for your students. The workshops will be taught by professional artists, and are designed to encourage participants’ creativity, develop their communication skills, and enrich their knowledge of art. The autumn programme runs from 19 September through 5 December, 2015.

Location: Arts Area - Collections Building, SAF Arts Spaces, and SAF Urban Garden.

For further information and to register please:
email education@sharjahart.org or call 06 568 5050.

All events are free and open to the public.

*Material is provided by Sharjah Art Foundation.*

WORKSHOPS

Creating 3D Drawings [7+]

In this workshop, participants will learn how to transform a conventional image into a three dimensional one, focusing mainly on methods of shading and hatching.

Surrealistic Character [7+]

The concept of surrealism is the main focus of this workshop. Participants will use their imagination and drawing skills to create an imaginary character inspired from a displayed model.

Light Box [7+]

Inspired by the *Light Show*, this workshop will recreate one of the exhibited works and reflect upon the concepts of light and shadow.

Art Studio [12+]

In the Art Studio workshop the doors will be open to share various artistic thoughts and methods to implement them. Participants will be exposed to modern techniques to enrich their knowledge and understanding of modern day art making.
Light Painting (7+)

Participants will learn how to create a light painting; it is a photography technique using a hand-held light source to create a drawing which develops into what is called a light painting.

Puppet Theatre (7+)

This workshop will focus on the power of storytelling and nurturing participants’ imagination; they will learn various ways of creating puppets from different materials and work together to create their own story.

Illuminated Figure (10+)

Participants will be taught how to create a sculpture using wires; this workshop develops molding skills and also enhances creativity as the participants will be using light and other innovative mediums.